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The title track is a blast of future drum & bass, from its booming, seismic intro, through 
to the bouncing melody which surrounds the breaks throughout. The build to the drop is 
something else, with the power of the track obvious from the moment it comes through. Touches of 
Noisia, Audio and Genotype can be seen in places, but Nais has enough skills to make this one all his 
own. Funky, firing and fresh, you will immediately catch onto The Right Time. Fire in the place.

The flip, which bears the perfect title of Russian Madness, is, in essence exactly that. An 
unusual opening drops into an off-key, spine-tingling build before things get a little crazy, as Nais 
takes us deep into his sound factory, where he tinkers with a somewhat drumstep approach, 
but with tinges of neuro and tech thrown in as well. The beat is frenetic, with workshop sound 
effects sitting on top of a humming, insistent bassline. It’s all a bit crazy, but that’s how we like it.

DABRO are ready to stamp their authority on the scene in the latter part of 2013, with more quality 
releases lined up. Get ready for The Show Time EP, and get involved in the sonic experiments of DABROmusic.

His sound is recognisable and true, and flows throughout the Show Time EP.

The future sound of Russia is right here and right 
now with the issue of DMB002, the second release 
from DABROmusic. The Show Time EP comes from 
label boss Nais, and is yet more evidence of the 
amazing music coming out of that part of the world. 

DABRO specialises in a number of bass music styles, 
from jump up to neurofunk, and from glitch hop to 
breakbeat. Nais himself has been making 
music for over a decade, and has headed up the night 
show on Roks Region 105.2 for a total of 14 years. 
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